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Electric field dependence of the photoionization cross section of Rb
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The relative photoionization cross section of ground-state Rb is measured near threshold as a function of
applied electric field strength. The cross section is found to have a wavelength-dependent resonance
structure that changes with the strength of the electric field. This resonance structure is observed not only
for energies above the classical field ionization limit, but for the case of m excitation, beyond the zero-field
ionization limit as well. An analysis of the data is presented that connects the concepts of "strong-field
mixing" and the perturbation calculations of the energies of hydrogenic Stark components.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has recently been a great deal of interest
in the spectroscopy of atomic systems in extreme
values of external fields for which the motion of
the opticall. y active electrons is determined equally
by the Coulomb field and the applied external
fields. This general problem has been termed
"strong-field mixing, '" and several authors have
treated the cases of Coulomb plus magnetic fields'
and Coulomb plus electric fields. ' Interest in
these phenomena received its impetus from the
observations by Garton and Tomkins of quasi-
Landau resonances in the absorption spectrum
of Ba in high magnetic fields, ' and several groups
have studied the Coulomb plus magnetic fiel.d case
experimentally in several atoms using a variety
of techniques. s More recently, the problem of
atomic systems in intense electric fields has been
investigated, ' and Freeman et a/. ' have experi-
mentally observed the positive energy resonances
in the Coulomb plus electric field case that are
analogous to the quasi-Landau resonances in the
Coulomb plus magnetic field case.

In the case of the Coulomb plus electric field,
the phenomenon of field ionization plays an im-
portant role, and near the field-ionization thresh-
oM, the Coulomb plus electric field problem ha, s
received considerable attention, both experiment-
ally' and theoretically. ' Littman et al."and
Feneuille and Jacquinot" have discussed the role
of ionization in the spectroscopy of Stark states
near the class ica.l ionization threshold. The
understanding of field-ionization behavior of
alkali-metal atomsvis-a-vis hydrogen is now a
subject of current investigation.

%'e present here the deta, ils of the measurements
of the photoionization cross section of ground-
state rubidium in the presence of various strengths
of applied electric field that were originally re-
ported in Ref. 7. In Ref. 7 attention was drawn
primarily to the positive energy resonances. Our

purpose in this paper is to identify the majority of
the structure in the observed photoionization cross.
section for a much wider range of energies. In the
process we show how the semiclassical strong-
field mixing analysis merges with calculations of
energy levels of hydrogenic Stark components
using standard perturbation techniques.

11. EXPERIMENTAL

In the presentation of the results, and in the
subsequent discussion, we refer to "photoioniza-
tion" in its generic form: the neutral ground-
state atom absorbs a photon of energy hc/A. and
emits an electron seithin the observation time.
This definition includes the conventional, field™
free photoionization that is energetically possible
only above the zero-field ionization l.imit. In
addition, it includes the excitation and subsequent
field ionization of any Stark component in the
electric field whose lifetime against ionization
is less than or equal to the observation time.
Unlike experimental techniques in which the ob-
servation interval timing is adjusted to isolate
specifically different field ionization rates, "we
have a constant timing window that records all
levels whose ionization rate exceeds approximate-
ly 5x104 sec"'.

The single-photon photoionization yield of Rb
in the presence of various values of a constant,
uniform electric field was obtained between ap-
proximately 3005 and 2960 A using a doubled
pulsed-dye laser of bandwidth 0.5 cm ', a col-
lision-free atomic beam, and appropriate elec-
tronic l.aser-intensity normalization procedures.
The relevant experimental details have been
given previously. ' Considerabl. e effort was ex-
pended to insure that the recorded wavelength
dependence of the photoionization yield was in-
dependent of laser intensity, atomic beam den-
sity, electronic gain or position of excitation of
the atomic beam within the apparatus. We esti-
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mate the electric field to have been uniform over
the excitation volume to better than 1 part in 10'.
In all cases studied, the photoionization ion cur-
rent was observed to be linear in the uv laser
intensity.

The relative photoionization yield for n polar-
ization (laser E field parallel to applied field)
as a function of wavelength is shown in low reso-
lution for four values of the electric field in Fig.
1. At the positions. marked, the gain has been
changed and the zero signal level offset by the
indicated amount. For each field value, the rel-
ative photoionization yield indicated on the figure
is accurate, while the scale for different field
values is arbitrary. At zero field (not shown
in Fig. 1) a Rydberg series of 5s-nP resonances
terminating on the zero-field ionization limit was
observed. For all values of the field, m polar-
ization cross sections show a regular, systematic
variation in magnitude, with modulations that
extend beyond the zero™field ionization limit.
With increasing values of the field, the modula-
tions above the zero-field limit become increas-
ingly more pronounced (having a modulation
depth of nearly 25% at 6416 V/cm, the largest
field used in this study).

In Fig. 2 a comparison of o (laser E field per-

pendicular to applied field) versus w polariza-
tion for the photoionization yield of Rb at 4335
V/cm is shown. What is evident in this figure
was found to be the case for all field values
studied: for o' polarization the photoionization
cross section loses the resonance-like structure
at energies well below the zero-field ionization
limit. For energies near and above the zero-
field limit the o excitation cross section appears
to be smooth and structureless, even at enhanced
gain settings.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Resonances above the zero-field limit

In Ref. 7, attention was drawn to the fact that,
from a classical standpoint, resonance structure
for positive energies in the case of Coulomb
plus electric field potential can result from quasi-
-periodic electron orbits which are tightly con-
strained along the z axis on the "cathode" side
of the nucl. eus. In these orbits the electron simply
misses the escape route over the reduced poten-
tial hill on the "anode" side of the nucleus and
can undergo cyclical motion that is surprisingly
stable.

An illustration of the classical motion of these
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FIG. l. Relative photoionization cross section of Rb in various strengths of electric field for light polarized parallel
(x polarization) to the applied field. Note the gain and offset changes. The zero-field ionization limit, as well as the
classical field-ionization threshold" given by Eq. (1), is marked. The relative photoionization yield for a given field is

accurate, while the scale for different fields is arbitrary.
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ion cross section for x (Ez, ii Esc} and c (Ez, &Ez&c) polarizations. Wh%hat is evi-
to d bo th o-fi ld li it, th'n this fi ure was found to be the case for all field values: for energies near o n

ooth and structureless, even at enhanced gain settings.0' excitation cross section is smooth an struc re es,

orbits is given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In Fig. 3 a
th suit of a numerical orbit calculation is givent e resu

telwhere the electron starts at rest approximate y
760 A from the nucleus and 100 A from the z axis
in the total potential of a Coulomb field of charge
+ 1 and an external field of 3000 V/cm. The total' that isenergy of the electron is +32.7 cm; t a is,

t energy motion corresponding to excitation
above the zero-field ionization limit. In Fig. ( )
the result of the calculation is given for the same
conditions, only the initial distance of the elec-
tron from the z axis is 25 A. These results show

I

FIG. 3. (a) Results of a numerical orbit calculation of
the classical trajectory of an electron mov govin in the total
potential of a point-charge nucleus (at intersection of
dotted lines) and an external field. In this figure the
electron starts from rest 760 A from the nucleus and
100 A from the z axis, in a field of 3000 V/cm (pointing
from top to bottom) with a totaI energy of +32.7 cm" ~ i.e.,
positive total energy). (b) Same calculation, except the
starting point of the electron is moved closer to the z
axis by a factor of 4.

that as the electron's initial position is placed
closer to the z axis, the electron passes the
nucleus a greater number of times before it
escapes to the anode and "ionizes. "

The calculations of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) also point
out the origin. of the differences between cross
sections obtained above the zero-field limit for
0. and m polarizations. -The stable orbits occur
for motion tightly constrained along the g axis:
these orbits are the classical analog of quantum
states which have no angular momentum about the
g axis~ a 1s~, that is, m =0. Since the ground state of
Rb is m, = 0, only m polarized light can be used to
excite these elassieally quasiperiodie orbits.

From the results presented in Figs. 3(a) and
3(b), quasiperiodic motion of the electron re-
sults from essentially one-dimensional motion
along the cathode side of the nucleus. The quantum
condition for this classical motion can be con-
structed by imposing Bohr-Sommerfeld quantiza-
tion on the one-dimensional potential V =-e'/!Z- eEZ for Z &0. This is the method used in Ref. 7.
The agreement of this calculation with the ex-
perimentally observed locations of the resonances
and their dependencies upon the applied field is
excellent. (A fully quantum-mechanical treatment
of the photoionization of hydrogen in an external.
electric field has been recently given by E. Lue-

Rau'3 and Lu'~ have pointed out that if one uses
the parabolic coordinate system in which the
Coulomb plus electric potential is separable, "
then for m, =0,"the electron experiences bindingl
in the g direction and no binding in the tI direc-
tion. (There is a formal analogy here to autoion-
ization, in which a bound configuration is degen-
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crate with a continuum configuration, and there
exists a coupling between them. Here the "cou-
pling" between the g and q coordinates arises from
the restrictions on the two separation parameters,
Z, and Z„namely Z, +Z, =1)." If the Bohr-
Sommerfeld quantization condition is applied to the
m, =0 effective potential in P„V(g) =-Z,e'/$+ ,'eE)—,
a closed expression for the spacing of the reso-
nances at E=O can be derived":

dE/dn = (22.5 cm ')(E/4885 V/cm)'~'.

This expression is in excellent agreement with the
results shown in Fig. i. This E' ' scaling of the
resonances is characteristic of strong-field mix-
ing and differs significantly from the I' scaling
of the weak-field perturbation limit or the I'"
scaling of the triangular potential well. " This
quasi-one-dimensional Coulomb plus electric
potential in a free atom finds its analogs in
other, more complicated physical systems; for
example, quantum levels in a one-dimensional
image Coulomb potential seen by electrons in
electron layers at the surface of liquid helium. "
B. Resonance structure above the classical field-ionization limit

The "classical field-ionization limit" is the field
value for which a state of energy E lies higher in

energy than the value of the potential at the local
maximum on the anode side of the nucleus. The
value of the field for this condition is

iE2
cl

Using the zero field energy of E=- /2(n*)'
(where n* is the effective quantum number of the
state), Eq. (1) gives the familiar E„=I/(2n*)'.

As discussed in more detail below, Eq. (1) has
no relevance in pure Coulomb plus electric poten-
tial problems, but it does play a role when the
Coulomb potential is modified at distances near
the nucleus by the "core" electrons in an alkali-
metal. atom. In Figs. 1 and 2, the position marked
E, is calculated from Eq. (1). In Fig. 4 a simpli-
fied energy versus field diagram for the hydrogenic
Stark manifolds of principle quantum number n =22
and 24, calculated by fourth-order perturbation
theory, is shown. The results of Eq. (1) are also
shown: if Eq. (1) were correct, all the states
would be continuum states for energies greater
than —

~

E,
~

=-2vE, where E, is the appl. ied field.
Note that in Fig. (1}a rather well-defined in-
crease in an underlying smooth component in the
photoionization yield is observed for energies
just above E, ~.

For the pure Coulomb plus electric potential
(i.e., the hydrogen atom in an electric field), the
expression for [m, ~

= 1 (and also approximately
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FIG. 4. Plot of energy vs field for several Stark com-
ponents of various principle quantum number n. The dot-
ted line is the classical ionization field" according to
Eq. (1); the triangular symbols are the fieM ionization
values for the individual components according to Eq. (2).
The energies of the states (n, n~-n2, nz& =0) are calculated
according to fourth-order perturbation theory.

for m, =0) is given by

E„=(E)'/4Z, , (2)

where both E and Z, (= separation parameter
associated with the g equation in parabolic co-
ordinates") depend upon the field. Although Eq.
(2) correctly accounts for the different energies
of various Stark components in the field, it does
not. admit tunneling and thus is properly labeled
"classical. "

Equation (2}predicts, in contrast to Eq. (1),
that each Stark component belonging to a principle
quantum number n should have a different clas-
sical limit; indeed Z, varies from approximately
1 (the "reddest" component, corresponding to
wave functions extended out toward the anode) to
approximately I/n (the "bluest" component, cor-
responding to wave functions extended out toward
the cathode). In Fig. 4, some representative Stark
components are marked by their classical ioniza-
tion limits according to Eq. (2). For example, at
2189 V/cm all components of n = 22 and 24 have clas-
sical ionization fields given by Eq. (2) which are
greater thanpredictedby Eq. (1)and, indeed, greater
than 2189 V/cm. Thus, it seems naturalto expect
that the sharp, resonancelike structure in the photo-
ionization yield at energies greater than E, (in Figs.
1 and 2}are individual Stark components which are:
(a) unbound continuum states according to Eq.
(1); (b) perfectly stable Stark states according
to Eq. (2); but, are really (c) tunneling, quasi-
stable Stark components whose ionization rates
are at least 5 &&10' sec '. (Feneuille and Jacqui-
not" have given a similar discussion in analyzing
the results of Ref. 6 for sharp resonances ob-
served just above the classical ionization limit. ).
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In Fig. 5 w'e show a scan of the m polarization
cross section for 2189 V/cm between 2995 and
2978 A using an expanded wavelength scale. On

this figure the locations of the hydrogenic Stark
components (n, n, -n„m, = 0) calculated from
fourth-order perturbation theory" are shown.
The agreement between the experimental results
and hydrogenic Stark-effect calculations in this
spectral region of the photoionization cross section
is quite good.

This apparently contradictory result, that the
simple picture of field ionization represented by
Eq. (1) predicts the onset of a continuum back-
ground, although the resonance structure on top
of this background is predicted by Eq. (2), has
been discussed previously. ' On Fig. 4 the dotted
line represents Eq. (1), while the ionization limits
for the reddest components of several n according
to Eq. (2) are also marked. Note that these limits
fall nearly along the dotted line. This is because
for the reddest components, Z, = 1, so Eq. (2)
becomes Eq. (1) if the correct (Stark-shifted)
values of E are used. Because of the core elec-
trons in an alkali-metal atom, various Stark
components belonging to different principle n
manifolds do not cross. The relatively stable

blue components of a lower n are coupled to the
fast ionizing red components of higher n as they
approach the fields represented by the dotted
line on Fig. 4. Thus any Stark state will pick up
a minimum ionization rate at field E when its
energy satisfies ~Ej =+2 vE. In their study of
lithium, Littmari et al,.' showed this minimum
rate to be at least 10' sec"'. In our case, at the
energies greater than E, given by Eq. (1) (and
marked in Figs. 1, 2, and 5), the ionization rate
for all states is at least 5 && 104 sec ', which is
the minimum rate necessary in-order for us to
detect the state. However, the details of the
higher ionization rates depend upon the particular
state.

Since the linewidth of the laser was approxi-
mately 0.5 cm ' (yielding an instrument resolu-
tion given by the essentially isolated line at
2991.45 A (19, 12, 0), and because most of the
structure arises from an experimental. convolu-
tion of several Stark components, no extraction
of the energy widths of the individual components
was attempted. Although the hydrogenic Stark-
effect theory approximately locates the reso-
nance positions in this wavelength region of the
cross section, the widths and intensities of these
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FIG. 5. Expanded wavelength-scale sweep of the photoionization cross section of Rb for an external field value of
2189 V/cm between 2995 A and 2978 A. Also plotted are the energies of the Stark components (n, nt-n2, m, =o) calcu-
lated by fourth-order perturbation theory for 2189 V/cm.
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resonances probably depend sharply on the de-
tails of the interactions of the core electrons with
the valence electron.

For wavelengths shorter than about 2978 A, the
resonance structure observed at 2189 V/cm (see
Fig. 1), begins to broaden noticeably. From
2978 A to the zero-field ionization limit at
2967.5 A the resonance structure weakens and

broadens. In addition, the fourth-order hydro-
genic Stark theory becomes increasingly less
accurate in predicting the location of the reso-
nances. This is not surprising, for it is known

that Stark-effect perturbation theory fails to
converge at high enough order for any n and field
value, ' and will certainly diverge in fourth order
for a large enough field or n. Table I shows the
prediction for the bluest lines of several n values
for successive orders up to fourth at E= 2189
V/cm.

C. Analysis of structure in the photoionization yield near
the zero-field ionization limit

In this section we analyze the structure ob-
served in the cross section for 2189 V jcm be-
tween approximately 2980 A and a zero-field
ionization limit at 2967.5 A. In this region neither
the one-dimensional analysis (used in Sec. A

above for the positive energy resonances) nor the
perturbation calculations of the Stark effect in

hydrogen (used in Sec. B above for the resonances
near the classical field ionization energy) is suf-
ficient by itself to predict the observed structure.

The starting point of the analysis is to note
that the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition
applied to the effective potential in $ (or equival-
ently to the model potential as in Ref. 7) approx-

TABLE I. First through fourth-order perturbation. cal-
culation of energy of "bluest» component of prfinciple
quantum number n in a field of 2189 V/cm.

(n, -n, )

imately calculates the energy of the bluest Stark
component of principle quantum number n where
n =n„+1 and n„ is in the equation:

t '0
, (E —V(g) dg =(n„+ ~)v.

0
(3)

TABLE II, Comparison with data of prediction of
"bluest" component of principle quantum number n by
fourth-order perturbation theory and one-dimensional
analysis: E =2189 V/em.

This calculation is increasingly more accurate as
m increases. This is because the neglect of the

q coordinate becomes less important as the ratio
of the parabolic separation parameters, Z, /Z„
becomes &&1. As noted above, for the bluest
component, this ratio is approximately n, so
that near the zero-field ionization limit, where n
calculated from the one-dimensional analysis is
about 30, Eil. (3) yields an excellent approximation
to the Stark energy of the bluest components. In
Table II we show a comparison of the one-dimen-
sional analysis and fourth-order perturbation
theory for various n with the data for 2189 V/cm.
In Fig. 6 the photoionization yield from 2974 to
2966 A is shown, with the predictions for the
bluest Stark component for n = 26 to 32 given in

rom A by the one-dimensional analysis, and in
row 8 by fourth-order perturbation theory. For
n =26 to 32 the one-dimensional analysis correctly
labels the bluest Stark component, while the per-
turbation calculation becomes increasingly more
inaccurate. For lower n where the perturbation
expansion converges (see Table I), the perturba-
tion calculation is in agreement with the data while

the one-dimensional analysis is progressively less
accurate as n decreases.

Figure 6 suggests that the substructure in the
photoionization cross section near the zero-field
ionization limit is due to components other than
the bluest ones. For example, the substructure
at 296V.5 A (the ionization limit) is probably the
Stark component (32, 29, m, =0), while the sub-
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FIG. 6. Expanded scale
sweep of the photoionization
cross section of Bb for an
external field value of 2189
V/otn between 2974 and
2966 A. In row A, the"strong-field-mixing" cal-
culation of the bluest corn-
ponent of principle quantum
g is shown. In row 8, the
fourth-order perturbation
calculation of the bluest
component of the same
states is shown.

structure next to (32, 31, m& =0) is probably
(33, 30, m) =0).

Iy. CONCLUSION

We have presented an analysis of the origins
of the structure in the photoionization cross sec-
tion of ground-state rubidium in the presence of
an externall, y applied electric field. The'following
are major results of our analysis.

(i) The positive energy resonances observed in
the erose section are shown to be reasonable from
a classical point of view. Further, these reso-
nances are shown to be quantum states which cor-
respond to the electron's being predominantly on
the cathode side of the nucleus. These states have
atomic dipole moments oppositely oriented to the
field and thus have large positive Stark shifts.
The one-dimensional calculation presented here
provides an accurate prediction of the energies
of these states, even when the conventional per-
turbation calculation diverges.

(ii) The energies of the resonances riding on

top of the. continuum structure in the cross section
are predicted, over a wide energy range, by
hydrogenic Stark-effect calculations. This result

is a consequence of the approximately hydrogenic
behavior of the Stark components of rubidium at
large fields. The onset of the continuum compo-
nent in the cross section occurs at the "classical.
field-ionization threshold. " This threshold is of
importance only in systems which are not purely
Coulombic (iike rubidium), and gives rise to a
mini. mum ionization rate for all. levels with en-
ergi(. s greater than this value.

(iii) The concept of "strong-field mixing"
which is useful near 8=0 for Coulomb plus
electric potential, is seen to merge naturally
with a conventional perturbation calculation in-
volving zero-field basis states at lower energies.
Making use of both techniques allows tentative
identification of most of the structure in the photo-
ionization cross section.
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